
SPI Flash Memory Controller
The use of IP cores in ASIC, FGPA and system-on-chip
(SoC) design has become a critical methodology as com-
panies struggle to address the need for rapid prototyping
and production. Reusable, drop-in components with pre-
defined functionality, IP cores speed the design cycle,
increase design quality and allow a greater degree of
innovation, enabling companies to reduce design costs
and create market differentiation.

HDL Design House provides a set of IP cores for reuse
along with IP core customization services to meet specific
customer needs. Optimized for today’s SoC designs, these
IP cores are supported with full documentation, including
architectural and micro-architectural specifications, syn-
thesis scripts, detailed test plans, test case definitions and
test bench descriptions.

SPI Flash Memory Controller with AHB
interface (HIP3100_spi)
SPI flash memory controller allows flexible, fast and high
performance implementation of an AHB subsystem hav-
ing SPI flash memories and offloading AHB master from
direct control of SPI flash memories and executes SPI data
operations. It supports up to 16 flash memory devices of
any memory size organized in up to 4 memory clusters.
AHB master configures SPI controller, provides necessary
data (in the case of memory write operation) or read data
(in the case of memory read operation) and starts SPI con-
troller. SPI controller can decode and execute SPI flash
memory instructions controlling directly SPI flash memo-
ries and offload AHB master from this task.

Description
The SPI flash memory subsystem can be organized in up
to 4 flash memory clusters with up to 4 SPI flash memories
in each cluster. All clusters must have the same number of SPI flash memories. SPI memories in
each cluster share SPI flash memory signals, so only one memory in SPI cluster can be active at the
time. 
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Key Features:
.SPI flash memory controller with AHB slave
interface

.Decodes and executes SPI flash memory instruc-
tions issued by AHB master

.Provides accurate control signals timing on SPI
flash memory interface

.Allows efficient data transfers (read/write)
between AHB master and SPI flash memories

.Off loads AHB master from executing data
transfer and controlling the SPI flash memories

.Provides the information about the status and
outcome of data transfer to AHB master by inter-
rupt mechanism and status register

.Supports hierarchical organization of SPI flash
memories: 
up to 4 memory clusters 
up to 4 SPI flash memories in each cluster

.Dual port Tx/Rx FIFO for each flash memory
cluster

.Data transfers can be executed in parallel at SPI
memory cluster level providing additional
offload level for AHB master

.Set of configuration registers to support efficient
data transfer between AHB master and SPI flash
memories and facilitate software control of SPI
controller 

.Interrupts mechanism

.Supports different SPI memory serial clock
speeds (up to 4 different SPI clocks can be select-
ed by software)

.Supports Spansion S25FL-P and compatible
flash memories in all modes of operation

.Easily customized by a number of design
parameters

.Two independent clock domains: AHB and SPI
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Data transfers from/to a memory cluster can be executed
simultaneously and independently of other memory clusters
data transfers. The SPI controller can support up to 4 inde-
pendent and parallel data transfers (for each memory clus-
ter) as there are dedicated configuration registers and FIFO
for each memory cluster. Number of memory clusters and
number of memories in a cluster are design parameters and
they can be easily changed for each specific project. Active
memory in a cluster is defined in a configuration field.

Having a number of configuration registers in SPI controller
allows flexible data transfer control between AHB master
and SPI flash memory offloading AHB master from control-
ling and executing SPI data operations. There is a dedicated
set of configuration registers for each memory cluster. There
are 11 configuration/status registers controlling each memory cluster. Writing in this register, the
software can define some parameters of data transfer such as: block size, serial clock value, active
memory device in a cluster, SPI instruction to be executed, SPI memory address, etc and how it
should be executed. After the SPI controller is started, the controller is completely responsible to
execute the data transfer, generate all control signals for SPI memory, and, at the end of the trans-
fer, generate interrupts for AHB master. The data transfers for each memory cluster can be execut-
ed simultaneously and independently of each other. This provides significant throughput without
any load on AHB master.

Each SPI flash memory cluster has one pair of dual port Tx/Rx FIFO. The size of the FIFO is design
parameter, so it can be easily changed for each specific project. Tx/Rx FIFO are used for storing
data for SPI memory read/write operations. FIFO ports are in different clock domain and one port is
read only and the other port is write only. 
FIFO are used for transferring data in both directions: from AHB master to SPI memory and from SPI
memory to AHB master. FIFO can provide a number of information to the software such as almost
full/empty or full/empty interrupts. The conditions for almost full/empty status are programmable
and can be defined in configuration registers. 

Interrupts

AHB interfaces
SPI controller is 32 bit AHB slave supporting burst and split transactions. It supports ERROR, SPLIT
and RETRY responses. Wait states on AHB bus can be inserted if necessary.

Benefits:

.Offloads AHB master from executing data
transfer and controlling the SPI flash memo-
ries

.Allows implementation of high performance
SPI flash memory subsystems

.4 parallel and indipendent data transfer can

be evaluated
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Block diagram

The are 2 clocks sources for SPI controller. One is AHB bus clock and the other is SPI serial clock. SPI
serial clock domain can be selected from one of 4 external sources. The selection is done with the
value of the field in a configuration register and the change of the source of SPI clock can be done
at any moment between execution of 2 SPI instructions.
In this way, the controller can support the execution of different SPI memory instructions at differ-
ent speeds, if it is supported by the flash memory providing and utilizing maximal performances of
flash memory. 

Figure1. HIP3100_spi block diagram



Supported SPI flash memories:
Cypress families  S25FL-S and S25FL1-K
Microchip families SST25LF, SST25VF and SST25WF
Winbond families W25X and W25Q
Micron families MT25Q and MT25T

Applications
. General SPI flash memory subsystem within AHB system
. Embedded  devices with flash memories
. SSD

Deliverables
SPI memory controller package contains the following:
Verilog source code
Documentation:
- Functional specification
- Micro-architecture (RTL) specification
- Test plan document

HDL Design House Representatives
For complete list of HDL Design House representatives visit the following link:
http://www.hdl-dh.com/sales_rep.html
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